
island area as a driver of number of

extinctions: the indirect effect of area on the

number of extinctions is weaker than

expected by chance alone, whereas the direct

effect is non-significant (see their table 1).

This is not surprising, given that extinction

probability is negatively related to island area

(Blackburn et al., 2004).

The fact that the model presented by

Karels et al. (2008) fails to incorporate the

appropriate null hypothesis into the calcu-

lation of their path coefficients also com-

plicates the interpretation of their other

findings. Thus, although Karels et al. argue

that there is a positive effect of isolation on

number of extinctions, it is difficult to know

whether this is a stronger or a weaker

effect than that expected by chance. The

issue is further complicated by the fact that

isolation and number of extinctions are

negatively related in our data (Fig. 1), con-

tradicting their significant positive direct

path. Whatever the relationship between

isolation and number of extinctions, how-

ever, we question Karels et al.�s interpreta-

tion that the lack of a rescue effect on

distant islands is responsible for their higher

number of extinctions. If more isolated

islands did have more extinctions, this

pattern would be unlikely to be generated by

a reduced rescue effect on isolated islands,

as 77% of the extinctions in these data refer

to island endemic species for which rescue

from the mainland is impossible. A more

likely interpretation is that species on iso-

lated islands have been separated from

mammal predators for a greater period of

evolutionary time, giving them more chance

to have lost anti-predator behaviours

(Duncan & Blackburn, 2004).

In conclusion, Karels et al. (2008) argue

that their paper provides new insights into

island bird extinctions: that island bird

extinctions have not occurred at random,

and that island area has a strong influence

on the number of extinctions. We show that

the first of these insights is not new, and that

the second is not correct. Thus, although the

structural equation modelling approach

adopted by Karels et al. can potentially yield

insights into avian assemblages that are not

revealed by linear modelling (see, for

example, Rompré et al., 2007), it does not

do so in this case. Finally, we note that the

structural equation model used by Karels

et al. assumes a normally distributed

response variable. The number of extinc-

tions, however, is dominated by zeroes, and

even a log + 1 transformation does not

bring this variable close to normality. A

more appropriate model for these data

would include a negative binomial error

structure. Better still would be to model the

probability of extinction using a binomial

distribution, as Blackburn et al. (2004) did

in the first place.
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Testing causal structure
in the biogeography of avian
extinctions on oceanic islands

ABSTRACT

In their recent comment in this journal,

T. M. Blackburn and colleagues called into

question the use of standardized partial

regression modelling (also called path
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Figure 1 Plot of the number of bird extinctions in the historic period (i.e. following

European colonization) on 211 oceanic islands around the world vs. the isolation of the

island (kilometres from the nearest continental mainland). Extinction here refers to the

loss of a species from an island, which does not necessarily result in the global extinction

of the species. A full description of the data is given in Blackburn et al. (2004).
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analysis and structural equation modelling)

when null expectations for regression coef-

ficients are not zero. Here, we answer their

critique by showing how randomization can

be used to illuminate and interpret causal

modelling in analyses that have non-zero

expectations. Causal modelling is a powerful

tool that can yield novel insights in bioge-

ography when properly interpreted.

Keywords Avifauna, causal modelling,

extinction, island area, island isolation,

path analysis, predators, structural equa-

tion modelling.

Blackburn et al. (2009) presented a critique

of our causal modelling of avian extinctions

on oceanic islands. We had suggested using

causal modelling as an alternative to general

linear mixed modelling (Blackburn et al.,

2004) because the variables involved in

considering these avian extinctions (namely,

island area and isolation, avifauna size,

number of introduced mammalian preda-

tors, number of avian extinctions) have a

causal order that can refine and inform the

analysis (Li, 1975). In fact, using the causal

order of variables (for example, island area

and isolation can influence the size of bird

faunas which then influences the number of

extinctions, but the reverse does not occur)

allows for indirect influences to be quanti-

fied and provides a more accurate quanti-

fication of direct influences on the number

of extinctions on islands. Like Blackburn

et al. (2004), Karels et al. (2008) also found

both area and number of introduced

mammalian predators to be important.

However, causal modelling showed that the

effect of area on extinctions is indirect

through size of the avifauna and number of

introduced predators, in addition to direct

and indirect effects of island isolation. Gen-

eralized linear mixed modelling (GLMM)

used by Blackburn et al. (2009) does not,

and cannot, reveal the orderly structure of

complex systems such as when the effects of

a factor (e.g. area) on the variable of interest

(e.g. number of extinctions) is mediated

through another factor (e.g. number of

introduced predators). Blackburn et al.

(2009) suggested that our causal model is

not interpretable, and this conclusion could

easily encourage one to ignore a valuable

technique that provides important insights.

First, Blackburn et al. (2009) indicate that

we examined the number of extinctions on

islands, while their analyses are of extinction

probability. This is true, but both their

analyses and ours include all the variables of

interest. They estimated the probability of

extinction by dividing the number of species

that have gone extinct on an island by the

number of species in the original avifauna

(Blackburn et al., 2004). We included both

the size of the original avifauna and the

number of species that have gone extinct in

our path model (Fig. 1; Karels et al., 2008).

One problem with using a ratio of two

variables in an analysis is that other vari-

ables, potential causal factors in the envi-

ronment in this case, can influence both the

numerator and the denominator of the

calculated proportion, but it may be difficult

to ascertain where the influence lies. Path

analysis can quantify such confounded

causal processes separately (Escudero et al.,

2000), and thus can produce a clearer view

of influences on the two variables in the

proportion. This beneficial property comes

directly from the structure of the path dia-

gram that models the relationships among

variables.

Blackburn et al. (2009) suggest that if the

relationship between variables is as expected

at random, then it is uninteresting. In fact, if

extinctions of bird species on islands were as

expected at random with respect to species

richness it would be fairly easy and accurate

to predict the number of extinctions from

the size of the original bird fauna, a useful

and interesting prediction to say the least.

At random, one would expect to see a strong

association of the size of the bird fauna and

the number of extinctions. This would

suggest that �a random draw of species from

the islands� provides an explanation for the

number of species that have gone extinct.

However, the size of the avifauna has a

significantly poor association with the

number of extinctions (Karels et al., 2008).

This means that something is causing devi-

ation from the random expectation, an

interesting result that we suggest may be

partly due to heavily impacted islands being

large enough to support agriculture, which

in turn may promote successful coloniza-

tions of introduced mammals (Duncan &

Forsyth, 2006), and far enough from the

mainland that isolation promotes more in-

tense agriculture and deforestation (Didham

et al., 2005) and dependence on indigenous

avifauna (Steadman & Martin, 2003).

To us, quantification of potential influ-

ences on extinction is important. Blackburn

et al. (2009) state that variation in extinc-

tions among islands is obviously not ran-

dom, because different islands have different

extinction probabilities. They suggest

examination of their Fig. 1A from Black-

burn et al. (2004), which does not quantify

a random expectation for either extinction

numbers or probabilities. We feel that it is

important to quantify effect sizes for the

influences of possible factors that affect

extinctions, so that the biological impor-

tance of influences can be compared and

judged. For example, we showed that the

degree of isolation of islands had a similar

statistical influence on the number of

extinctions as did the number of introduced

predators (Karels et al., 2008). Island isola-

tion was not supported as a significant

influence on extinctions in Blackburn et al.�s
(2004) original analysis. An hypothesis or

even a null expectation that explained this

influence would be interesting. But this

question would not appear interesting

without the quantitative analysis of Karels

et al. (2008).

Blackburn et al. (2009) suggest that the

influence of island isolation on the number

of extinctions shown by Karels et al. (2008)

may not mean anything, because they do

not know how the null expectation that we

incorporated might influence expectations

of influences of other independent variables.

However, in path analysis, path (standard-

ized partial regression) coefficients are

calculated with other influences in the

model held statistically invariant (Li, 1975).

Therefore, the strength of one independent

variable is not influenced by other inde-

pendent variables unless collinearity occurs

(Petraitis et al., 1996); this was tested and

rejected as a major influence within our

analyses. Blackburn et al. (2009) also call

into question our use of model assumptions

of normality. Multivariate normality is the

most critical assumption of path analysis

(Kline, 2005); this possible source of bias is

something that we also tested and rejected

(Karels et al., 2008). Furthermore, models

in which the data do not conform to multi-

variate normality are more likely to be

rejected (Kline, 2005). The fit of the data

to our model was very good (v2 = 0.03,

d.f. = 1, P = 0.88), which further supports

the idea that violation of the assumption of

normality was not an issue in our analysis.

It is possible to evaluate further the null

expectation for the relationship of island

isolation on number of extinctions of avi-

fauna on oceanic islands, and in the process

also to examine whether there are other null

expectations that should be taken into

account. To illustrate this point, we took

our original model (Fig. 1 in Karels et al.,

2008), which uses hypothesized causal

relationships among variables that might

explain the number of extinctions on islands

(see the placement of variables in Fig. 1).

Following similar protocols to those we used
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in Trevino et al. (2008), we used POPTOOLS

(Hood, 2000) to generate randomly ex-

pected numbers of extinct species for each

of the islands and assuming a binomial

distribution, using the numbers of species in

the original avifaunas on each island as the

number of binomial trials, with an average

probability of extinction of 0.114 (deter-

mined from the data set). In other words,

we performed random draws of the number

of species to be counted as �extinct� for each

island not exceeding the number of original

species (extant and extinct) on that island.

We repeated this process 50 times to gen-

erate 50 data sets with random extinction,

but keeping all other variables at their real

values. We then computed all of the path

coefficients and error terms in our path

model for each of these 50 data sets using

the structural equation program AMOS 16

(Arbuckle, 2007). From the 50 runs of the

model, we calculated the mean and stand-

ard deviation for each path coefficient

and residual error estimate (unexplained

variance).

Not surprisingly, there was a strong and

significant standardized path coefficient (p)

for the influence of the size of the avifa-

unas on the simulated random number of

extinctions (p = 0.70; Fig. 1) which was

significantly greater (v2 = 4.3, d.f. = 1,

P < 0.01) than the coefficient we previ-

ously found with real numbers of extinc-

tions. This shows that the null expectation

for this relationship is strongly positive.

The standardized path coefficient of 0.70

under random extinction is not signifi-

cantly different from the unstandardized

path of 0.88 that we reported previously in

Karels et al. (2008), despite differences in

how they were determined. The unstan-

dardized expected random coefficient of

0.88 was used to set the random expecta-

tion in our path model in Karels et al.

(2008). This corresponds to a standardized

(path) coefficient of 0.65 that is within the

95% confidence limits (0.59–0.81) of the

path coefficient of 0.70 shown in Fig. 1.

Thus, the two methods of identifying null

expectations for an association of size of

the avifaunas and number of extinctions

were consistent.

Our randomization analysis also shows

that the direct influences of island area, is-

land isolation and number of introduced

predators are all not significantly different

from zero, which is what we would expect if

extinctions were mostly explained by the

size of the original avifauna. This strength-

ens our acceptance of zero as a reasonable

null expectation for a non-significant path

coefficient. As Blackburn et al. (2009) sug-

gested from our previous analysis (Karels

et al., 2008), the relationship between the

size of the avifaunas and the number of

extinctions is lower than expected under

random extinctions because extinction is

non-random. Our path model in Karels

et al. (2008), when compared with the null

expectation in our analysis here (Fig. 1),

supports this suggestion, but also shows that

non-random extinction can partially be

explained by the significantly greater than

expected effects on extinction of island

isolation and introduced predators. Area,

while having no significant direct effect, still

has strong indirect effects on the size of the

avifaunas, which is not surprising, and

strong effects on number of introduced

predators, which is highly important when

considering the number of extinctions.

However, there are clearly unmeasured

variables that also account for the non-

random nature of extinction on oceanic

islands, as our model in Karels et al. (2008)

indicates that 70% of the variation in

extinction remains unexplained.

Although our evaluation of null expec-

tations has not altered our conclusion that

island isolation has a slightly, but not sig-

nificantly, stronger direct influence than

the number of introduced mammalian

predators on number of extinctions (Karels

et al., 2008), we have found this to be a

useful thought exercise. We suggest that

doing this sort of analysis a priori would be

Area

No. of Introduced
Predators

No. of ExtinctionsIsolation

No. of Avifauna

-0
.2

8

-0.30 

0.70
(0.59, 0.81)

-0
.02

 
0.15

-0.01 (-0.09, 0.07) 

0.68

0.12  (-0.01, 0.25)

0.64 

0.58

0.38 

0.39

(-0
.1

2, 
0.0

7)
 

(0.31, 0.45)

Figure 1 Path model of extinction of island avifauna assuming a random extinction rate of 0.114 for each island�s avifauna. The number

of extinct species for each island was determined as a random binomial variable where the number of original species represented the

number of independent trials where a species was randomly determined as extinct with a probability of 0.114. This was performed 50 times

for each island, thus creating 50 randomly determined sets of extinction values. The path model was run 50 times, changing only the data

used for the number of extinctions. The data sets were consistent with the structure of the model (v2 = 0.03, d.f. = 1, P = 0.87) with 62% of

the variation in number of extinctions explained mostly by �No. of Avifauna�, as would be expected if extinction were random. Path

coefficients are shown as the mean with � 1.96 standard deviations of coefficients from 50 runs of the model. Endogenous paths and

correlations do not vary between model runs since those relationships remain constant when only the variable �No. of Extinctions� is

randomized.
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a useful approach, both to identify possible

null expectations of relationships that differ

significantly from zero and to serve as a

check on those direct relationships that can

be tested against a null expectation of zero.

In conclusion, on average 62% of the

variation in the number of extinctions on

islands could be explained primarily by the

size of the original avifauna if extinction

were random. In our original analysis of the

real data (Karels et al., 2008), all of the

variables explained only 30% of the varia-

tion in the number of extinctions. The

pattern of extinctions of island avifaunas has

considerable non-random structure and this

is truly �something of interest� and impor-

tance that requires further study.
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On the International Code of
Area Nomenclature (ICAN)

ABSTRACT

A recent work proposed a new naming sys-

tem for biogeographical areas: the Interna-

tional Code of Area Nomenclature (ICAN).

This system aims to standardize area names

used in biogeography and constitutes a key

step towards maturity of this discipline. We

point out a number of issues in this first

version of ICAN. These include the lack

of distinction between classification and

nomenclature, the use of ranks, the criteria

of area definition, the conflation of diagnosis

and description, the ambiguous use of valid/

available, and the system of amendments.

We suggest postponing the initial date of

application of this code until consistent rules

are provided.

Keywords Amendment, area definition,

biogeography, classification, description,

diagnosis, ICAN, nomenclature, rank,

type-locality.

Ebach et al. (2008) recently proposed a new

naming system for biogeographical areas:

the International Code of Area Nomencla-

ture (ICAN). This system aims to stan-

dardize area names used in biogeography

and constitutes a key step towards maturity

of this discipline. However, if ICAN�s
foundations lack precision, ICAN will

actually complicate the naming of areas. We

would like to raise some critical observa-

tions that will contribute to the develop-

ment of an internally consistent ICAN.

CLASSIF ICATION VS.

NOMENCLATURE

First, taxonomic nomenclature is ruled by

five codes, not three (as ICAN stipulates). In

addition to codes cited by Ebach et al.

(2008), one can mention the International

Code of Nomenclature for Cultivated Plants

(Brickell et al., 2004) and the International

Code of Virus Classification and Nomen-

clature (ICVCN) (in Fauquet et al., 2005).

Like the Phylocode, ICAN does not dis-

tinguish between nomenclature and classi-

fication. In their introduction, Ebach et al.

(2008) state that �[n]omenclatural rules have

been constantly revised during the 250 years

since Linnaeus first proposed his classifica-

tion system�. Despite the fact that nomen-

clature has been revised since Linnaeus

(1736) proposed his nomenclatural rules,

current nomenclatural codes date mainly

from the 19th century (Strickland et al.,

1843; Anonymous, 1847; de Candolle,

1867). A nomenclatural code is not intended

to construct classifications, but is used to

name entities. In other words, nomencla-

tural rules concern names, not taxa or areas.

ICAN Sec. A Art. 3.2 states that �ICAN does

not endorse any particular method among

those in use for validating or classifying

areas�. Such a statement is trivial. Likewise,

in Sec. C Art. 1.1, it is stated that �[a]rea

names may be grouped under more inclu-

sive area names in order to represent a
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